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Swift Basecamp 

Towing Jacket 

 

Thank you for choosing to purchase the Pro-tec Towing 

Jacket to protect the front of your Caravan. The Jacket is 

made from our exclusive Caravanshield™ fabric, which is 

guaranteed not to scratch your windows or bodywork and 

will offer exceptional protection against stone chips and 

road dirt.  

 

Before fitting, please ensure that the front of your ‘van is 

clean. If grit becomes trapped between the cover and the 

front of the caravan, there is a risk of scratching.  

Towing Jacket’s are designed for towing purposes only. 

 

Fitting the Towing Jacket couldn’t be easier: 

 

1 - Unpack the Towing Jacket from its storage bag and identify the parts. You should have the 

towing jacket, a-frame strap and white adhesive SNAD fasteners which attach the cover to the 

caravan. 

2 - Apply the SNAD fasteners to the press studs on each side of the cover without peeling the 

sticker backing off.  

3 - Line up the towing jacket with the lights and grab-handles (if you have chosen the pocket 

option) of your basecamp, ensuring the middle of the cover lines up with the a-frame. Make sure 

both sides of the cover are level and straight. 

4 - Peel off the sticker on the SNAD fasteners and start to apply them to the van one by one. We 

recommend alternating from one side to the other starting at the top. Make sure press studs are 

evenly stuck down and the cover is tight on the van.  

5 - Attach the hooks on the bottom of the towing jacket to underside of the van. 

6 - Make sure the Velcro fastenings on the pockets are secure under the caravans handles.  

7 - Attach the hook on the bottom corner of cover through the hole in the side moulding of the 

caravan.  

8 – Clip the male buckles of the a-frame strap into the female buckles on the cover and tighten as 

you see fit. 
 


